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Professor fang rui da eastern and western cultures in the world conference on science and technology innovation interact on the reports and speeches and impromptu
answered the reporter s related questions new york paris moscow hong kong etc here is along with the gender professor answer reporters questions and fang rui
Reporter excuse me professor heard a few reports and presentation please you to eastern and western civilization and the world science and technology development
have original ideas
Fang rui technology revolution information revolution the gene revolution revolution the universe is most important in the development of the history of the world after
the global financial crisis and economic crisis in the world is a slow recovery according to the un the global economic recovery has the potential of the coma
particularly important is the investment stimulus infrastructure trillions of dollars no matter in developed countries or the bric nations global investment 4 5 europe and
the united states 2 3 7 such as china investment stimulus is important and necessary but not too heavily on the pull push key in the technology revolution economic
structure adjustment and innovation otherwise will gradually expand the side effects i read about the united nations statistics report global population urbanization rate
in 2050 will be 5 6 pick up this is a great data so technology revolution information revolution the genetic revolution is particularly important europe and the united
states and russia medium many countries have to develop the pioneering space technology space technology the moon and mars exploration plan etc is remarkable
both economic and strategic competition and get ahead key or economy technology and competition of tens of millions of technical personnel technical experts the
late world war ii the soviet german for missile the technology talents is an example of the nuclear bomb this era the world and a world war ii after all there is a lot of
different without a strong technical support is difficult to meet all kinds of competition and challenges
Research and search the world history culture civilization economic history history military history religious history and so on they relate extensive and profound tens of
thousands hundreds of millions let me one by one presented all kinds of inventions in human history as well as important academic works the west the east as far as
possible fully especially europe and the united states some of the main representative of the modern inventions the invention since the middle ages etc omissions and
errors please complement some data from the network resources and related information books etc a noted some reference data of network can refer to the website
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